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You can find numerous sources on Oracle Database Performance and Tuning on the internet and also a lot of books
focusing on that. There is a lot of things to talk about, and you can spend days and days to learn how it works and what can
be done. But it’s a hard work and when performance troubles occur, you need to be fast and effective. This is my approach
to understand why an Oracle Database is not so performant and elaborate an action plan to improve performance.
Introduction – System architecture
The fastest place on your database server is the CPU: high speed, multiple cores, ultra-fast cache… Nowadays CPUs can
process a huge amount of data first read from memory in a fraction of time. Random Access Memory (RAM) is just below in
terms of speed. If your database could reside entirely in RAM, it would be very fast! And Oracle, as some others, can run a
database completely in memory if you have the costly option. But for most of the Oracle databases, database files are stored
on disk and RAM is only used as a cache for data. Datafiles can be stored on local disks of different kinds, Hard Disk Drives
(HDD), Solid State Disks (SSD) and NVMe SSD (SSD directly attached to PCIe bus). Disks can also be on a Storage Area
Network (SAN) or on a Network Attached Storage (NAS). But all these technologies are (far) beyond RAM speed.

The fastest components of a system are CPU and RAM

Most activity of your database is reading data (SELECT). When you need blocks of data for executing a statement, Oracle
first reads them from disk and put them in a memory area called the SGA. Later, if you need to access these same data
blocks, Oracle reads them directly from SGA, so reads them faster. Data read speed should be very fast if you have enough
SGA for the most frequent statements and if your instance is running since a long time (as a freshly started instance has an
empty SGA).
Other work of your database is writing data blocks on disk in the datafiles (INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE). But as Oracle is
good engineered software, modified blocks are first written to SGA and writes on disks are made by an asynchronous
process. Actually, Oracle writes changed blocks to datafiles when he decides to. You have no guarantee that a committed
transaction is written to the datafiles unless you perform a manual checkpoint or you shut down your database properly.
The only synchronous disk operation needed when inserting/updating/deleting data is sequential write of changed blocks in
redolog files (on commit). As you know, redologs are the crash recovery guarantee, and these files are continuously updated
on disk at least as soon as a commit is done. Redologs speed is critical for highly transactional databases. It’s why Oracle
recommends using dedicated and fast disks for these files. Datafiles can be on slower disks.

Step 1 – Generate a performance report on your database
First step for performance analysis of your database: you’ll have to generate a performance report on it. It’s the easiest way
to collect and consolidate all the performance metrics (even metrics you’ll never use) in a single file you will analyse later.
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Performance reports can be generated with embedded Oracle tools: AWR or Statspack. You don’t need any other extra tool.
AWR requires Enterprise Edition and the Diagnostic Pack option. If you got them, AWR is immediately usable.
If you don’t have the option or if your database is running on Standard Edition you’ll have to use Statspack instead.
Statspack doesn’t come pre-installed: you have to install it. On Standard Edition as on Enterprise Edition databases.
Statspack is free of charge and can be installed straight from the database home invoking a script:
sqlplus / as sysdba
@?/rdbms/admin/spcreate

You’ll easily find how to install it with your favourite search engine. Note that Statspack needs tweaks on 12c, please refer to
this note from Franck PACHOT: https://blog.dbi-services.com/statspack-idle-events/
These 2 performance tools (never use both of them on the same database) are working the same way: every hour the tool
takes a “picture” (known as a snapshot) of the current performance metrics and flush these metrics into dedicated tables. A
performance report is a consolidation of these metrics in a time window between two snapshots.
With AWR, generating a performance report is done by:
sqlplus / as sysdba
@?/rdbms/admin/awrrpt

With Statspack, generating a performance report is done by:
sqlplus / as sysdba
@?/rdbms/admin/spreport

You’ll have to answer 3 to 5 questions depending on the tool:
File type for the output, mainly html or text (Statspack output is text only)
Number of days of snapshot history to choose from (Statspack displays all the snapshots available)
Snapshot number for the beginning period
Snapshot number for the ending period
File name of the report file
Performance of a database is fluctuating, depending on the day, the time of the day, the load, the size of your data, etc. You
can start to generate a performance report on the peak period of your database and focus on it. If you don’t know the peak
period, another approach is to study the average performance of your database for a long period, a complete week for
example. Don’t hesitate to generate multiple performance reports at different time periods. It will improve your understanding
of your database behaviour.
In a few words: Oracle tools are available to generate performance reports. You don’t need third party software.
Performance reports are readable files with a lot of metrics for a given time window. You should generate reports
for multiple time windows.
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Step 2 – Check the DB Time of your database
The DB Time represents the amount of time consumed on your system by your database in the elapsed time between your
beginning snapshot and ending snapshot. It’s a key number defining your database load. A big DB Time means a big load:
probably a lot of users, running a lot of statements on a quite big database. Or a really unoptimized database!
Actually, you cannot tell if a DB Time is really big or not: it mainly depends on your system. If your system is a big dedicated
server with dozens of CPUs, big DB Time is probably not so big to handle compared to a single core server running the
same database with the same activity. DB Time should always be compared to CPU time available during the elapsed time
of your performance report. And CPU time is not elapsed time. The formula is the following:
Available CPU time = elapsed time X number of CPU cores on your server

As an example, if your DB Time is 20 minutes during an elapsed time of 1 hour, it’s quite a big DB Time for your single core
server. A third of your CPU time available is consumed by your database. But if your server has 2 CPUs with 18 cores each,
36 hours of CPU time are available, and 20 minutes is just about 1% of your server computing capacity...
It’s quite easy to check the DB Time of your database in your AWR or Statspack report, you can find it at the beginning of the
report.

In this example, the server is a single socket 6 cores CPU (it’s in the report but you can also check that directly from the
system). You should be aware of the number of CPUs shown here. Actually, this is the number of threads, and a thread is
not really a dedicated core but a split of a single core in 2 execution channels (for Intel processors). On this kind of
processor, 2 threads can be considered as a boosted core of about 130% the power of one core. But you should consider
these 30% as boost power only.
Total CPU time available on this server is here 6 x 10’080 minutes (1 week) = 60’480 minutes. DB Time is quite big, 24’661
minutes represent more than 40% of the system computing power, permanently used by this database. If you consider that
the activity is fluctuating during the day, this database probably encounters performance troubles during peak periods.
What happens if your database is trying to consume more power than available on your system? Well, nothing. Everything
will continue working, but the database will be slower to return the results to the users or to the application. Even if your
system is highly loaded by your database, everything will continue working. The users will probably alert you far before the
crash of your system. Oracle Database is quite stable on a highly loaded system.
Don’t forget that your system may host more than one database, and maybe other programs are sharing the server
resources. In case of a system dedicated to multiple Oracle databases, you’ll have to sum the DB Time of all the databases
(by running performance report on each database on the same period) to see if overall DB Time is suitable for your system.
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In a few words: In the performance report, check the DB Time of your database and compare it to the available CPU
time on your system. If it’s a few %, your database activity is low for your system and you shouldn’t encounter
performance troubles. If the DB Time is quite big, go to step 3 on performance profile analysis. If your server is
hosting multiple database, sum the DB Time of each database to know the total system load.
Step 3 – Study the performance profile of your database
The DB Time is just the total time spent by the database on your system. But this time can be spent on efficient tasks, and
less efficient tasks… In your AWR report or Statspack report, there is something called the Top X timed events (name
depends on the version). Actually, this is where your database is spending time and more precisely how the DB Time is
divided into.
Let’s take a first example:

In the introduction, we saw that CPU and memory are the fastest place in your server. For this database, more than 62% of
the DB Time is spent as CPU time (understand CPU and memory time). And it’s quite good news! Other events have a Wait
Class, indicating that the database is waiting for something. Actually, everything that is not CPU time is waiting for
something. Here the main wait class is user I/O, mainly for db file (datafiles) sequential read. Sequential reads are (most of
the time) considered as “good reads” as sequential means blocks dispatched on disk, understand indexed reads. So, these
are low cost reads on disk. On the opposite, scattered (datafiles) reads are “bad reads” as it mainly consists of contiguous
blocks reads, understand full table scan for example (the need for Oracle to read an entire table to -probably- return a limited
number of rows).
You know that everything cannot be stored in database memory structure (SGA), especially if your database is big, so
occasionally reading datafiles is normal. But in this example, 25% of sequential read is quite a big part of your database
activity. How to simply decrease these sequential reads? You probably need to increase your SGA size. If your SGA is
bigger, Oracle will probably read less blocks on disk because more blocks are available in memory, in the buffer cache part
of your SGA. You should be aware that increasing SGA is only possible if your system has enough RAM. If not, keep in mind
that memory is cheap and easily upgradable.
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Another performance profile from another database:

If previous database had a not so bad performance profile, this one is really poor. Efficient work on the database is only 14%
of the total DB Time. Most of the time is spent waiting, and here waiting for I/O. Oracle needs to read blocks on disk and
disks are not able to give them quickly enough. It could be a self-destructive behaviour: waiting for blocks on disk is spending
CPU time without computing anything, and it can lower the computing cycles available for pure CPU. And if your redologs
are sharing the same storage as your datafiles (if you didn’t respect the design of an Oracle database) the performance
could be even worse.
This database probably needs two tuning actions. First of all, an increase of the SGA could decrease the I/O needed. And
fine tuning of few SQL statements could remove the need of scattered reads (“bad reads”). We now need to dig into SQL
statements to identify those consuming most of the resources (step 4).
Last example from another database:

It’s another problem here. Database is not able to make redolog switches fast enough, 70% of the DB Time is lost. You
should here examine the configuration of your redologs: maybe they are too small, or you don’t have enough groups?
There is plenty of other events that can cause waits, if a wait event is significant, study what it refers to.
In a few words: DB Time has to be composed of mainly CPU Time, target is 70% and more. The lower the CPU Time
is, the worse the database is working. Db file events are access to the datafiles, scattered means unoptimized
reads, sequential means optimized reads. Sequential reads can be lowered by increasing SGA settings. Redologs
configuration is also important for performance. There are plenty of other possible wait events.
Step 4 – Study the main SQL statements
There’s probably thousands of statements running on your database every day, but you don’t have to care about that. Oracle
is running most of these statements as fast as it can process them, and you’ll never heard about the vast majority of them.
Very often the performance troubles are related to very few statements, and if you or the developers can optimize these 2 or
3 statements, it could dramatically decrease the DB Time and improve the overall performance.
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Main SQL statements are at the bottom of the AWR or Statspack report. You’ll find several tables but focus on SQL
statements ordered by elapsed time. Here is an example:

This table is quite interesting because it shows the most consuming statements indifferently for big statements run once, or
small statements run thousands of time. The % Total DB Time indicates the part of DB Time the statement is responsible for.
In my opinion, a single statement shouldn’t take more than 10% of the total DB Time. If it’s the case, the statement should
probably be reviewed or rewritten.
On this database given as an example, the DB Time seems to be well balanced between the statements. You should be
aware that not all the statements are captured during the snapshots, so trust this table with a grain of salt.
Let’s take another database. In this example, we chose to use statements ordered by reads, meaning disk reads.

First of all, there is a big statement consuming 20% of the DB Time (second line). And you can see that PL/SQL DB Time
includes recursive SQL call’s DB Time (first line). Physical reads column is here interesting: it’s displaying the number or
blocks read from disk. Suppose your database has 8KB block size as it’s the standard now: the identified statement here
reads more than 2TB of data during the period… It’s really, really huge.
In a few words: unique SQL statements should never consume more than 10% of the DB Time. You should analyse
first statements and try to find if there is something to improve on them. Improving 2 or 3 statements in the top SQL
can decrease your DB Time and increase the overall performance of the database.
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Step 5 – Study indexation of statements
As a DBA, you probably don’t have access to SQL code embedded in the application. And you probably don’t want to
examine hundreds of lines of SQL!
But sometimes improving a statement is just about implementing a new index to avoid scattered reads. Let’s take an
example in real life. This statement was responsible for 20% of the DB Time of a database:
SELECT ticb.sigtie, cpr.datmod, cpr.utimod
FROM soc1.mev a, soc1.ticb, soc1.mev b,
soc1.cpr, soc1.tbl ttu786
WHERE b.codsoc=:p_codsoc and b.codent='CPR' and b.segment=' '
and ttu786.codtbl='786' and ttu786.cletbl='WEB'
and cpr.codsoc=b.codsoc_phy and cpr.datmod>=ttu786.lir
and a.codsoc=:p_codsoc and a.codent='TIE'
and a.segment='CLI'
and ticb.codsoc=a.codsoc_phy and ticb.typtie='CLI'
and ticb.typcpr='PRV' and ticb.codcb=cpr.codcb;

At first sight, this statement is not very complex. As a DBA, you can review the execution plan (with SQL developer for
example) to see how this statement is executed by Oracle:

The (estimated) cost of executing this statement is 15639 blocks to read. This cost is mainly produced by a single operation
responsible for nearly all the necessary reads: a full table access. Actually, all the lines of this table need to be read here. But
if you look back at the SQL statement, there are filters on columns codsoc and datmod on this table. There’s probably no
reason to read the entire table!
Maybe there is no index on these columns? You can check that with:
select index_name, count(*) from dba_ind_columns
where table_name = 'CPR'
and column_name in ('CODSOC', 'DATMOD')
group by index_name having count(*)>=2;

If there is no index, it’s easy to understand why a full table scan is needed.
A simple optimization could consist of creating an index on these two columns:
create index soc1.CPR_IDX2 on SOC1.CPR (codsoc,datmod) tablespace IDX;

And then look at the new execution plan:
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Blocks needed to execute this statement are now 4 times less than before: from 20% of the DB Time this statement now only
spends 5% of the DB Time. In other words, with this single index you just decreased the DB Time of your database by 15%...
Beware of the increased cost when inserting and updating data with a new index. And keep in mind that this new index can
cause other statements to run slower.
In a few words: Indexing if part of the database administrator’s job. Good indexes can reduce the need for full table
scans and waits for I/O. And can increase the overall performance of the database. Don’t forget to check again the
performance of your database after creating new indexes.
Conclusion
For me, this approach is working for 90% of the performance troubles I have to fix. But sometimes tuning can be much more
complex stuff! To increase your knowledge and understanding, don’t hesitate to generate multiple performance reports on
multiple databases, even on databases without performance issues.
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